HERE’S HOW WE’RE
KEEPING YOU SAFE
Lakeland is closely monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic, with the safety
and well-being of our students, employees and campus community as
our top priority.
The Lakeland Smart, Safe, Strong Task Force is coordinating our gradual
and safe transition to on-campus instruction and college operations.
The guiding principles of the college's "Lakeland Smart, Safe, Strong" task force are to: follow guidance
from federal, state and local health experts (Lakeland Smart); accept social responsibility for the safety of
ourselves and others (Lakeland Safe); and adapt to change with empathy and creativity (Lakeland Strong).
As such, there will be notable differences during fall semester to support physical distancing and hand
hygiene:
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Students, staff and faculty are required to wear a mask or face covering.
Entrances and exits of buildings with multiple doors will be marked as one-way.
Chairs and desks will be arranged at least six feet apart in classrooms, conference rooms and study
areas.
Restrooms and elevators will have limited occupancy.
Hand-sanitizer stations will be located at entrances and high-traffic areas.
Employees and students will have access to cleaning products to wipe desks and counters as
needed.
High-touch surfaces will be sanitized throughout the day, and individual room and area cleaning
will be conducted during closed hours.
The college's HVAC systems meet ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers) requirements, which are fully aligned with the CDC, including fresh air
changes and scheduled, regular replacement of air filters.
Frequently visited office areas and some instructional settings will have plexiglass barriers.
Signage and visual cues will indicate where to stand and wait for service.
Consuming food and beverages is prohibited in campus buildings with the exception of the first
and second floors of Breakers, and the designated area on the ground floor of H Building.

Creating a safe environment requires the cooperation of everyone on campus. Employees and students
will be asked to review and acknowledge a Code of Personal Responsibility as a display of unity and
commitment to each other.
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